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About This Game

All That Remains is a 90s inspired eerily atmospheric adventure narrative that lets you experience one man’s life as he comes to
terms with his final moments on an abandoned Earth. When is it too late to make the right choices?

When our planet has been damaged beyond repair and society has moved on those that stay behind must come to terms with
their decisions while suffering a poisonous smog and the aggressive privatization of a world left behind in this post-apocalyptic

alternate history.

An engaging interactive narrative/walking simulator.

A deep and original narrative told through the world and your memories.

Stealth and exploration elements seamlessly blended into experiential game play.

Original score featuring 6 unique tracks.

Short and sweet (40-60 minute play time).
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Title: All That Remains
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Elysian Games
Publisher:
Elysian Games
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6870, 1 GB / GeForce GTX 460, 768 MB

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset
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This was pretty fun and kinda funny too. I'll accept games like these, too. It's almost like an intermission between the others.
Not a bad thing, this game simply does what it needs to do and really nothing more. Short, to the point, and with all the
satisfaction included. Seems like I could've glossed over reviewing this one, but I still felt that it needs recognition. Gotta look
out for the generic ones.. Pretty fun game. Had been hoping that they would open this up to modding but no suck luck. Still not
a bad game though. Hard... hard.. Very hard !!!!
I liked the game. We need more solid horror games like Amnesia:The Dark Descent: games that look good, have excellent
pacing and atmosphere and can actually be scary. This game is not that. And I advise anyone to stay away from this title and
save your money.

The voice acting is terrible, animations are poor, and its very buggy, I kept having to reload the first place I was whisked away
too in an attempt to progress but was unable to do so thanks it constantly glitching when a certain event would not trigger
properly. I had to watch a Youtube video to even know what to do when the event that should have allowed progression didn't
work and then I still couldn't progress thanks to it being so glitched. Even getting that event to fire was a chore and required
listening to more of the horrible dialog while watching our compatriot's lips not match what he said as well the subtitles not
corresponding the actual spoken words.

There's been a glut of subpar horror games ever since Amnesia proved that a good horror game could work and not only be
intereting but actually build a sense of dread that is rare in the medium. This is a prime example of a subpar horror game; it was
obviously rushed and that shows repeatedly, from the aforementioned voice acting and glitches to the fact that you have to be
wary of the mouse cursor clicking through and giving you control issues and problems getting the resolution set properly. Even
the amount of plot I did get to witness was inspid and hackneyed.

Very disappointed in this title. The original Haunted House wasn't exactly scary considering it was the Atari 2600 but it was a
great game for the day and even with the old limited graphics of that system its a far better game than this thing.. bought this
game with 90% discount code.
it was fun game at start, but after few hours its just cancer.
nothing to do with ur skill, its pure luck in some puzzles.
i tried to be open and give it some more time but now i dont even care to complete it.
waste of time and money (even though with discount).. Its a great game, just hope to see more animals added to it!. Challenging
Point and click game. brought some nostalgia back.. realy nice modelrailway sim , Lots of rolling stock included the manual
included is just full off errors where can i get a german version to see what the mistranslated things mean? Luckily i speak
german too ;) If your not so lucky look on youtube for ruuds english spoken tuts. I see there are 2 links to the manual but both
are to the same english one , just add the german manual too, wo ist die deutsch sprachige? Another thing missing is a 3d object
importer i'd say .blend .obj and .skp should be included as this is aimed at train hobbyists (bastlers), who like to build things,
and not virtual train drivers. You could benefit from people making stuff by allowing them to sell through steam and get a
percentage, lets say 10 % for steam 10% for eep and 10 % for me for comming up with the ideer. ;) See every one will win as
there will be lots of international content.. Bugs and strange typos aside, wonderful game with a nice story to it.
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Its A Very Cute Game And Really Fun, The Only Thing Is That You Have To Buy The DLC To Unlock Most Items. But The
DLC Is Worth It. This was disappointing. I bought this on sale, as I was told it wasn't worth the full price, and I am happy I did,
because I feel I wasted my money.

The game has a lot of problems. In order of how much they annoyed me (short summary at end):

1. Language. It's obvious whoever(s) made this game wasn't a native english speaker. I can tell, because all of the writing in this
game seems to have come from Google Translate. It's annoying, and difficult to interpret.

2. The map interface. It has a habit of closing for no reason, and you have to click around to re-open it.

3. Realms (teams/countries?). They have absolutely no description, no history, nothing. You just blindly pick one, and the only
thing you're told is that a certain realm prefers magic, another nature, another machine. Nothing about the history or personality
of the realms, and nothing about the pros and cons of choosing said realm. You essentially feel like there's no weight to the
choice, outside of aesthetics.

4. Stratagy. There's not a lot. Which is strange, since this is a tower defence game. When you play the game, you realize you can
only place towers in small designated blue areas. Effectively, it's already decided exactly where you're going to put your towers,
which limits the player a lot.

5. The interface. First: It's huge. Second: It's ugly. Third: It's so large as to actually hinder the player, which is the opposite of
what it's supposed to do.

6. The graphics. Obviously, I was prepared for the graphics to not be the best. It's a tower defense game. This said, the graphics
are not the best at all. They kind of reminded me of old Runescape graphics (from about 8-10 years ago, not whatever the
current graphics are).

7. Controls: You can't move the map with your mouse, but you can zoom. You can't zoom with your keyboard, but you can
move. Not sure if this is intentional, but it feels like an over sight.

8. Difficulty. This game is really easy, which is why I haven't played it much. You can just plop your towers in their
predetermined locations and wait, not much intervention is required at all, which is disappointing.

Summary: This game is frusterating to play, between the lack of strategy, frusterating interface, controls, lack of graphical
appeal, and setting, this game is likely to disappoint people. I can't recommend it at all, as much as I wanted to like it because
"3D Tower Defense!" it just doesn't live up to expectations.. wish i can watch c68 version replay files in steam version....
[STG][紫雨饭店][C68] ヒトガタハッパ. OMG !! 1 move per 72 hr ??? see you tomorrow.. Second worst video game Ive played in the
last 40 years.. How is this game still not deleted. It's all about gravity and it's great! I'm not sure whether this experience is for
everybody, but with this simulation you can experience first hand what your teachers told you about gravity and the universe in
general. As a suggestion: start with only one controller (position the other outside you playfield) and experience what you can do
and what happens if a lot of mass gathers in a single point and then gyrate it around or pull the trigger! And remember: you are
in VR so you can walk around and look at your experiment from different angles!. Great game.
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